Abstract
the way uncertainty has been formalized for decision making in different fields can be gleaned 23 from the literature (Roach et al. 2016, Watson and Kasprzyk, 2017) . Some recent papers (e.g. 
27
Engineers have to make decisions today about water supply infrastructure for future 28 unidentified demand, availability of technology, stakeholder priorities and other unknowns. it comes to multiple plausible futures, strategies can be developed through adaptive approaches.
38
These will enable the solutions to embrace contingent options to respond to knowledge emerging 39 during the planning period and, as stated in Maier et al. (2016) , this results in a "collective 40 robustness of the various strategies considered".
41
In this paper the adaptation strategies are defined through a phased design at fixed time 42 intervals (Maier et al., 2016) . As such, the traditional approach involving the single-phase 43 design of a WDN is replaced with a multi-phase design, to adapt infrastructure elements to 44 future unknown conditions in stages. Creaco et al. (2014; 2015) have already pointed out that 45 this approach provides water companies with a flexible solution so that they can implement 46 short-term construction upgrades while keeping the long-term network growth in view.
47
Sustainable solutions for water distribution networks (WDNs) that take economic, 48 environmental, reliability and societal dimensions into account and assume a wide range of 49 possible futures can only be found by using approaches tailored to deal with the complexity of Therefore, the main purpose of this work was to tackle a very complex problem in a fairly 90 new field, that is: to use a dynamic adaptive approach to define flexible/robust solutions for the 91 phased design of WDNs that take different future scenarios into account, and to do so by 92 exploiting the capabilities of MCDA. This approach will help stakeholders to target short-term and an MCDA analysis resolved by TOPSIS to rank the non-dominated solutions found. In all 137 these works, the number of criteria used in MO is low (two, two and four, respectively). In fact, Guarini et al., 2018) and they received mostly positive comments when 198 analysed in surveys in different areas. As stated by Kittur (2015) for PROMETHEE and for PROMETHEE have higher accuracy than AHP and SAW. This is because TOPSIS and 219 PROMETHEE are able to hold many criteria and alternatives, whereas AHP and SAW have low 220 accuracy when too many criteria and alternatives are considered (this study involves five criteria and 221 60 alternatives). The two methods chosen may allow to explore different ways of ranking 222 alternatives and then provide additional information to stakeholders.
223
The remainder of this work is organised as follows: section 2 sets out the framework for 224 design WDN under uncertainty, section 3 describes the case study and presents the results, and 225 finally, section 4 closes this work with a presentation of the conclusions. to allow future actions where needed to achieve long-term goals. As long-term predictions are 233 highly uncertain, this work explores a set of demand scenarios generated for each time phase.
234
The framework proposed to tackle the problem in question is represented in Fig. 1 . A set of 235 scenarios is explored to represent a range of future water consumption demands for a planning 236 horizon divided into phases (NPH phases). Then alternatives are sized so that they will be the 237 bases of a flexible approach that allows adaptation if new information becomes available. Scenario generation from "t" to NPH phases a challenge. In some problems, alternatives may appear clearly defined, but in others they may be 259 a primary part of the study (Belton and Stewart, 2002) . This is really a special issue when matters 260 of compatibility among system components are at stake (Maurer et al., 2012) . Alternatives simultaneously covers all these issues and generates alternatives is required. Therefore, the 280 alternatives should cover the whole spectrum of the demands generated. Once generated, each 281 alternative will be then evaluated for all the demand scenarios against the criteria proposed (1)
Where: CItot -total investment cost, for the full planning horizon (USD); 
;
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335
The total cost criterion of (8) 
GRF
Ir If This means the higher this minimum the higher the reliability.
392
The last set of criteria is the loop diameter uniformity LDUt computed for each phase by 
418
TOPSIS is implemented through a stepwise procedure and 6 steps have to be followed: first, (Table 1) .
436
The original design assumes a single demand condition for which minimum pressures are 437 required. However, in this study we analysed a set of demand scenarios in a phased scheme. The demand variation in all network nodes for each scenario is determined using the Table 2 485 for each NDA, according to the planning horizon phases. 19 with a zero-demand variation, represented in Fig. 2 by horizontally aligned icons, predicts the 512 reinforcement of the network in t=4, as shown in Table 2 . This means that this alternative is 513 reinforced in the last phase due to deteriorating network pipes and not because of increased 514 demand. 
Weight sets 516
An MCDA analysis requires establishing a set of weights to rank alternatives against 517 criteria (weights, in a real-world case study, would represent the relative importance given to 518 criteria by the decision makers). As we are dealing with a phased design, the criteria adopted were used (Table 3) . WS1 was established giving a high importance to the cost criterion group Furthermore, greater prominence was given to the criteria of the first phases than the last phase 526 criteria. This was because uncertainty increases in the long-term and therefore the first phase 527 criteria should have more weights than last phase criteria. WS1 focused on investment issues.
528
WS2 was established with high importance given to the GRF criterion group (total weight 0.6), 
Ranking of the alternatives and analysis of results

541
The values in Table 2 for each weight set, for WS1 and WS2 in Table 4 and for WS3 and WS4 in The comprehensive analysis of solutions provided by the two MCDA methods will help 550 decision makers to explore the rankings with a view to choosing the most appropriate dynamic 551 adaptive scheme to implement, given their priorities. Design decisions in each phase are analysed 552 so that the link to future demand scenarios and the influence of weights are understood. 
Best ranked alternatives by PROMETHEE
554
For WS1, the best ranked alternative of PROMETHEE according to (Fig. 2) ), and in WS1 most importance is given to the cost criteria. In WS2, most importance 560 goes to GRF and NDA9 is the best ranked as it includes higher values for the GRF criterion 561 group than NDA15 does. For WS3 and WS4, the same prominence is given to all criteria 562 groups, with NDA15 being the best ranked for WS3 and NDA12 the best ranked for WS4 563 (Table 5 ). In fact, NDA15 is the best ranked not only when highest weight is given to the 564 investment cost criterion (WS1) but also when the same weight is set for all criteria groups,
565
with the highest weights given to initial phases (WS3). This is because NDA15 includes both 566 low criteria values for investment costs and good values for all the criteria in the first phases. (related to the low demand increase in the first phases (t=2 and t=3) and a high demand increase 594 in the last phase (t=4) of scenario 17 (Fig. 2) has a low investment cost, low carbon emissions and high reliability measures in these phases,
695
NDA12 is the best ranked alternative for this weight set. From these results, it can be concluded that the best ranked solutions (NDA9; NDA12 and 700 NDA15) were designed for scenarios that assumed a demand increase in t=2 and in t=3 and a scenarios and the weights influence of weights is also to be further understood. 
